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The IBRCS Program

The Infrastructure for Biology at Regional to Continental Scales (IBRCS) Pro-
gram, an effort by the American Institute of Biological Sciences (AIBS), launched
in August 2002 with support from the National Science Foundation. The follow-
ing are the program's goals:

• Help the biological and the larger scientific community—within and beyond
the AIBS membership—to determine the needs and means for increased physi-
cal infrastructure and connectivity in observational platforms, data collection
and analysis, and database networking in both field biology and other more
general areas of biology and science.

• Provide for communications within this community and with NSF regarding
the development and focus of relevant infrastructure and data-networking
projects.

• Facilitate the synergistic connection of diverse researchers and research orga-
nizations that can exploit the power of a large-scale biological observatory
program.

• Disseminate information about biological observatory programs and other
relevant infrastructure and data-networking projects to the scientific com-
munity, the public policy community, the media, and the general public.

The program is led by a working group comprising biologists elected from the
AIBS membership of scientific societies and organizations and appointed from the
scientific community at-large. It is assisted by a variety of technical advisors. The
program has a special focus on the National Ecological Observatory Network
(NEON), which is a major NSF initiative to establish a national platform for inte-
grated studies and monitoring of natural processes at all spatial scales, time scales,
and levels of biological organization. Jeffrey Goldman, PhD, is the Director of the
IBRCS program. He and Richard O'Grady, PhD, AIBS Executive Director, are co-
principal investigators under the grant. Additional information is available at http:/
/ibrcs.aibs.org.
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NEON Workshop Series

The National Ecological Observatory Network (NEON) is a major initiative pro-
posed by the National Science Foundation (NSF) to establish a continental-scale
platform for integrated studies on natural processes at all spatial scales, time scales,
and levels of biological organization. NEON is anticipated to provide the resources
and infrastructure for fundamental biological research that will enhance our un-
derstanding of the natural world, improve our ability to predict the consequences
of natural and anthropogenic events, and inform our environmental decision-
makers.

The previous two years of NEON-related activity have revealed several steps
that the scientific community must take along the path to the creation of NEON.
Prior work showed that in order to develop a detailed description of NEON’s physical
design, an important milestone for NEON, the scientific objectives and targets of
NEON must first be defined. With this in mind, as part of the NSF-funded Infra-
structure for Biology at Regional to Continental Scales (IBRCS) project, AIBS, in
partnership with experts from the prospective NEON community, convened a
series of workshops between March and September, 2004, focused on the follow-
ing ecological themes, which have been proposed as guideposts for the design of
NEON:

• Ecological implications of climate change
• Land use and habitat alteration
• Invasive species
• Biodiversity, species composition, and ecosystem functioning
• Ecological aspects of biogeochemical cycles
• Ecology and evolution of infectious disease

The goal of the workshops was to highlight urgent scientific questions that
NEON can address, define science requirements associated with those questions,
assess the state of currently available infrastructure, and discuss needs for future
infrastructure development. The recommendations that grew from these meetings,
as captured in this report and others in the series, will guide subsequent NEON
planning.

This workshop series opened up the NEON planning process to a diverse group
of scientists from academia, government, and the NGO community. In total more
than 120 scientists participated in these meetings—some were previously involved
in NEON activities, while others took part in a NEON effort for the first time.
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Introduction
Current approaches to studying the ecology and evolution of infectious disease
systems have provided substantial theoretical development and data during the
past decades. However, it is evident that in many cases, the rate at which we are
generating substantial new knowledge is slowing. Our ability to understand higher
level interactions that influence the patterns of diseases in the real world remain
insufficient to allow us to predict outcomes and devise interventions that mini-
mally impact the ecosystem. It has been proposed that a distributed research facil-
ity such as NEON could push the field of infectious disease ecology beyond what
is possible based on our current research capabilities. With this in mind, a work-
shop was convened to identify the major questions in the ecology and evolution of
infectious disease systems that could best be addressed by NEON, so that the sci-
entific requirements of those questions can inform the infrastructure needs for an
infectious disease component of NEON. This document highlights the design rec-
ommendations that resulted from discussions at the NEON infectious disease work-
shop.

Scientific Rationale for Key NEON
Infectious Disease Questions

The key conceptual framework for the recommendations made in this document
is that infectious diseases represent the phenotypic, physiological expressions of the
interactions between members of host species and members of pathogen species.
Consequently, we are dealing with systems of interacting populations within the
environment. This community or systems approach is critical to understanding
the actions of pathogens in natural populations.

Four major areas of research were proposed for the infectious disease compo-
nent of NEON:

• Understanding the evolution of disease systems – disentangling the mutable
characteristics of host and pathogen species, as well as changes in environ-
mental conditions that alter the patterns of disease incidence and prevalence,
with the long-term goal of predicting the emergence of new diseases before
they occur.

• Identifying the extent of the challenge—determining the biodiversity and
modes of action of pathogenic organisms so that we can better determine
how many organisms that could cause disease for humans, animals, and plants
are likely to exist.
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• Characterizing the role of disease systems in community structure – under-
standing the extent to which diseases influence community structure and
ecosystem functioning, and the effects of biodiversity on the health of ecosys-
tems.

• Predicting the timing and locations of disease outbreaks – using our im-
proved understanding of disease in ecosystems to forecast conditions that
make the environment permissive for disease outbreaks with the long-term
goal of abrogating deleterious outcomes.

Understanding the evolution of disease systems
The transformational questions to be examined here require that we characterize
the biological and temporal dynamics of disease systems and determine how to
anticipate the likely changes that will occur. These issues can be summarized by the
following questions: What selective or other evolutionary forces influence viru-
lence in pathogens, transmission dynamics involving vectors, and resistance in hosts?
Can we predict how pathogens will evolve? Can we predict how the host species
will coevolve with pathogens?

It is evident, and well demonstrated that disease systems evolve over time. Some
of the most dramatic case studies are those in which previously unknown patho-
gens adapt and acquire new host species. These events, though relatively rare, are
often associated with significant and severe epidemics in the new hosts. Disease
systems where humans have acquired pathogens from nonhuman hosts, such as
AIDS, measles, and SARS, are obvious examples.

A key step in adaptation of a pathogen to a new host is the ability of the patho-
gen to attach to and enter targeted cells or tissues, successfully replicate, and be-
come transmitted to another member of the new host species. Childs (2004) offers
one schema for this type of event. This is an area that closely links modern molecu-
lar and cellular biology with the evolution of infectious diseases and provides tre-
mendous research opportunities. A critical question is whether we can use this
knowledge, beginning at the simplest level, such as ligand–receptor interactions, to
characterize what changes are needed for species jumping and which changes are
possible in the pathogen. If successful, it may be possible to identify classes of
changes that are possible or likely in pathogens, thus improving our ability to pre-
dict disease emergence. For example, phylogenetic analyses of H3 influenza A virus
strains show that viral strains that survive to emerge during subsequent outbreaks
have changes in HA1 subregion of the hemagglutinin protein near the antibody
combining sites, as well as the sialic acid receptor binding site (Bush et al 1999).
Can this type of detailed knowledge generate hypotheses about what evolutionary
changes are possible or would be needed for a microorganism to jump from its
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current host species to another? A large number of well-characterized case studies
that rely on currently available data and methods could be developed to evaluate
the likely success of this approach.

Identifying the extent of the challenge
The transformational question to be addressed here is to create a better under-
standing of the diversity of organisms that act as pathogens and how they cause
diseases. Understanding the diversity of pathogenic species and characterizing the
ways they interact with hosts when they cause disease are key steps in evaluating
the extent of disease systems. It is a crucial challenge that we obtain information on
the biodiversity and characteristics of pathogens before we can devise hypothesis-
driven scientific studies of the ecological and evolutionary interactions between
hosts and parasites.

Numerous examples of previously unknown pathogenic organisms, being dis-
covered both directly as the causative agents in newly recognized disease systems
and as ancillary discoveries during such investigations, implies there are large num-
bers of pathogenic organisms that remain unrecognized and uncharacterized and
whose modes of pathogenicity remain unknown. The biodiversity of organisms
responsible for Lyme borrelioses worldwide, the identification of large numbers of
Bartonella species responsible for human and animal diseases, and the various spe-
cies of Anaplasma serve as key examples. Similar examples for viruses, parasitic
organisms, and prions indicate this is a general question. In many of these cases,
the disease was recognized either locally or more generally but the etiologic agent
was unidentified. The aspect of primary identification in this challenge should be
addressed using survey strategies and currently available laboratory techniques and
will be most successful with a focus on subsets of well-recognized host species.
However, there is increasing evidence that whole groups of pathogens remain un-
recognized and are so distinct from currently recognized forms that their identifi-
cation remains problematic. For example, Roossinck (2003) shows that large num-
bers of plant RNA viruses are remarkably distinct from previously identified patho-
gens. Despite this, the viruses appear to be common parasites of plants. This raises
serious conceptual challenges for devising strategies to even recognize their exist-
ence.

Establishing estimates of the numbers of pathogenic species and their modes of
action, at least for representative groups of hosts, will generate hypotheses concern-
ing the overall diversity and strategies of parasite action in disease systems. Meth-
ods to identify previously unknown and biologically unique organisms will be chal-
lenging, depending on sets of assumptions developed by researchers, but new strat-
egies to identify and sequence genetic materials provide methods for rapid acquisi-
tion and characterization of these organisms.
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Characterizing the role of disease systems
in community structure
During the past 30 to 40 years ecologists have studied the impact of biotic interac-
tions, such as competition, predation, and mutualism, on community structure.
Although parasitism has been recognized as a potential effector of community dy-
namics, with potential influences on ecosystem functioning, studies of its role have
been limited to a few case studies, and in most cases the indirect community effects
have not been evaluated. The transformational science needed in this area involves
detailed studies designed to establish the relative significance of disease systems to
community structure and ecosystem functioning.

Studies to understand the impact of disease systems within communities neces-
sarily involve methods to study its impact at difference scales of time and space.
Analytically, there are methodological and conceptual challenges with these issues
that are ongoing areas of basic ecological research. Current ecological theory has
developed a series of predictions that can be relatively quickly evaluated by obser-
vational and comparative studies of selected disease systems, over space and/or
time. This research approach would provide an initial evaluation of likely situa-
tions where the theory appears correct, is underdeveloped, or appears incorrect.
For example, the role of the interplay between predation and prevalence of infec-
tion in prey species, with the prediction that infection prevalence generally in-
creases as predation rates decrease, may be relatively amenable to short-term and
comparative studies (Ostfeld and Holt 2004). Or the prediction that host popula-
tion and community structure are predictive of disease severity (Garrett and Mundt
1999) can and should be tested. In parallel with these observational studies, it is
critical that well-designed, experimental studies (with an emphasis on safety) be
developed to demonstrate and provide measurable outputs of the effects of diseases
on host species, as well as indirect effects of other members of the community and
ecosystem functioning. An experiment involving a nonliving vaccine or therapy
that would only affect a single generation of host species might serve as such a
general experiment. Data from such studies could measure the impact of reducing
or eliminating a pathogen from a host species.

Predicting the timing and location of disease outbreaks
Understanding the ecology and evolution of disease systems can provide us with
the ability to predict where and when the environment is permissible for outbreaks
of disease in host populations to occur. The goal of forecasting disease risk requires
careful integration of knowledge bases described above and, although currently
beyond our capacity for most disease systems, is both a feasible and desirable goal.
Historically, medical geography, in general, had as its underlying paradigm that the
ecological tolerances of the component populations of disease systems provide critical
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clues for the distribution of diseases. Recent developments in environmental moni-
toring, data analysis, and computer modeling indicate that such an approach can
produce a relatively coarse-resolution monitoring system. Subsequently, integrated
studies of environmental conditions associated with component populations of
disease systems, coupled with a detailed understanding of transmission dynamics
and population biology of the component species, should generate sufficient data
that we can model where and when conditions may allow disease to spread within
host populations as the population interacts with the landscape. Results from such
models would be the precursors of disease forecasting systems. Current advances in
environmental monitoring through integrated in situ and remotely sensed systems
provide some of the basic environmental inputs for creating models of species re-
sponses. Significant challenges remain both in understanding the relevance of the
monitored conditions to the species of interest as well as gathering detailed infor-
mation of how host and pathogen population members respond to members of
their own and other species under naturally varying conditions.

Despite these challenges, initial research efforts can utilize much of the current
conceptual descriptive framework of disease system distribution to study the land-
scape of disease patterns. Once established at an appropriate spatial and temporal
scale, certain selected systems can be examined in more detail to model the dynam-
ics of interactions among population members that generate landscape patterns.

Needs
Overall, there will be a series of strategic needs associated with the successful imple-
mentation of NEON’s ecology and evolution of infectious diseases component. In
order for NEON to complement rather than duplicate existing programs, it will be
important for NEON to collaborate with other agencies and programs conducting
infectious disease research. Secondarily, NEON should become a distributed net-
work with a primary research focus on coordinated, longitudinal, long-term stud-
ies of disease systems, with a support structure including appropriate laboratory
facilities and archiving resources to safely acquire, store, and preserve specimens,
associated information, and technologies. A significant recommendation is the
perceived need to couple this primary research network strategy with a supplemen-
tal, flexible strategy to ensure NEON can respond to rapidly evolving conditions
that provide opportunities to address unique research opportunities.

Advances in computing, molecular biology, environmental monitoring, data
analysis and interpretation, as well as modeling and statistics will be essential for
NEON to play its anticipated role in infectious disease research. However, few of
these needs preclude initial study design and implementation. In nearly every case,
current technology, while not providing the detailed data that are desirable, will
provide important directions that can guide technology development in the future.
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Many recent technologies have substantial utility, and efforts should be expended
to ensure that the knowledge base for their use is not lost as we advance.

Strategic needs
In order for NEON to best address currently intractable questions in infectious
disease research, it should be a distributed network of field sites where long-term,
longitudinal, observational and experimental studies of disease systems can be con-
ducted. Coupled intimately with these field study areas there should be the follow-
ing:

• Laboratory resources for safely processing materials for more detailed analy-
ses. We also believe that a dedicated staff, physically associated with the labo-
ratory, is needed for quality assurance/quality control of various databases
that require integration to address the four key research areas. This group
should also have as its responsibilities the appropriate archiving, cataloging,
and maintenance of specimens, knowledge of the methods of acquisition and
determination, and database integrity.

• At least one high-containment, centrally staffed facility should be established
and maintained to conduct more detailed analyses and to serve as a repository
for specimens, reagents, and protocols. Working with disease systems in which
the parasite is known to be highly pathogenic, or when field samples are cross
contaminated with unknown highly pathogenic organisms, will require care-
ful consideration.

One of the most important needs of this grand challenge is to integrate activi-
ties with other grand challenges in NEON. Many of the data likely to be gathered
by these groups (e.g., biogeochemical cycles, invasive species, biodiversity, land
use/land cover) are either integral to advancing our understanding of the ecology
of infectious diseases or would improve the efficiency in data gathering if coordi-
nated. Similarly, there is a programmatic need to coordinate and avail ourselves of
other, large, ongoing or planned programs. For example, integrated programs, such
as the Earth Observations initiative, may provide key approaches, data sources,
and data management tools and are intended as an integrated system for building
systems to monitor the environmental conditions. Both the data and the methods
needed to acquire, process, and integrate these large data sets are instrumental to
associate infectious diseases with environmental conditions using integrated ground
and remotely sensed instrumentation. A substantial number of federal agencies
also have responsibilities for health outcomes associated with infectious disease
systems in humans, domestic animals, and plants. Coordination with these agen-
cies is critical both from a value-added perspective as well as to ensure that NEON
researchers do not negatively impact public health and policy decisions. Collabora-
tions with these agencies will be beneficial to all members but is likely to succeed
only with careful planning.
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Occasional outbreaks of previously unrecognized disease systems offer unique
opportunities to characterize disease systems that may provide special insights into
key ecological and evolutionary questions. However, we anticipate these are un-
likely to occur at any of the planned field sites. Thus, there is a need to comple-
ment the longitudinal study areas with a rapid response program that would allow
researchers to respond to these opportunities. This will require careful coordina-
tion with agencies both within the United States and internationally. This coordi-
nation offers the opportunity to increase efficiency in the data gathered and ques-
tions answered, but it is not intended to serve in place of the longitudinal, planned
studies. It is our belief that this portion of the program should provide as much
flexibility as possible to respond to unforeseen opportunities but should remain a
minor portion of the overall program.

Resource needs
There are a number of specific resources needed to address the four key research
areas described above. Although new technologies are anticipated to make moni-
toring the environment and health status of free-ranging individuals and identify-
ing novel micro-organisms more efficient, in most cases current techniques are
sufficient to form the basis for many of NEON’s initial studies and are to be en-
couraged. Therefore technological challenges should not prevent NEON’s infec-
tious disease research from being initiated. Many methods for culture, isolation,
and characterization of microorganisms that were developed over the past 50 to 60
years remain useful, but skills in their use are eroding. In addition to developing
and extending new strategies for nucleic acid and protein characterization, these
older approaches should be preserved. Improvements in computerized systems for
better identification of biological samples are necessary. As the program transitions
to become a real-time monitoring, analysis, and response system, significant progress
will be needed in data integration and analytical tools.

In regard to understanding the evolution of disease systems and understanding
the extent of the challenge, molecular techniques associated with genomics,
proteomics, and taxonomic characterization of samples need to be extended. Land-
scape-level tools for monitoring the environment and organisms within the envi-
ronment will be a necessity for understanding disease impacts on communities and
ecosystems, as well as our abilities to forecast disease risk. A challenge will be devel-
oping technologies to monitor the location, health status, and environmental con-
ditions experienced by targeted individuals. The major issues are developing tools
that will allow us to generate sufficiently detailed information on large enough
samples of individuals by the most unobtrusive means possible so that biologically
meaningful, statistically robust conclusions concerning natural populations can be
generated.
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All four areas of research will face challenges in data management, data integra-
tion, and computational power because data generated at NEON facilities will be
collected from disparate and heterogeneous scales and will need to be integrated
from numerous sources. For example, biosensors that are small enough to monitor
health conditions of arthropods, the environment the individuals experience, the
other organisms they contact, and their location in space would be ideal instru-
ments for understanding vector-borne diseases. However, in addition to the chal-
lenges of instrument miniaturization, the large quantity of linked data that would
be generated and would need to be integrated to create meaningful results is a
significant challenge that will need to be addressed. Monitoring abiotic and biotic
aspects of the environment at high spatial and temporal resolution will involve
integration of both on-site and remote sensor arrays. These sensors need to be
highly flexible and easily modified to update the variables recorded. Coupled with
the data management issues are needs for new approaches to data analysis. Data
aggregation that relies on traditional methods of summary statistics is inefficient
and unlikely to accurately capture the primary drivers affecting individual fates
and population responses. More advances in analytical approaches will be key to
the success of this program.

New laboratory methods to identify unknown organisms from environmental
samples also are needed. Major advances are required both in the technology as
well as the algorithms used to characterize organisms. A special challenge will be to
identify cryptic organisms that appear as part of the background in the environ-
ment. Traditional approaches require creating relatively pure samples, free of com-
peting microorganisms, when processing samples. Given that the community struc-
ture of microorganisms themselves may be an important aspect of pathogen im-
pacts, we need methods that accurately identify the species composition of organ-
isms within environmental samples, themselves.

Overall, workshop participants viewed the issues that need to be addressed by
the grand challenge of ecology and evolution of infectious diseases as significant
but not overwhelming. The questions to be answered and the potential benefits
from addressing the challenge are seen as worthy goals from both the perspective of
an intellectual reward that will advance our knowledge as well as the practical ben-
efit of reducing the burden of disease. We identified a series of approaches that
begin with the use of current technologies, build on the results of these studies to
identify new questions, and lead to the new technological innovations needed to
advance the field.
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Conclusion
In summary, NEON offers four unique, major contributions to extending our
understanding of the ecology and evolution of infectious diseases. First, NEON is
vital because no other organization now exists as a repository of skills, knowledge,
information, and specimens concerning infectious diseases. In particular, NEON
can provide the absolutely essential ecological context that is needed to understand
disease processes. This context does not exist beyond simple descriptive studies of
disease systems.

Second, by its scale, NEON is needed to provide sufficient infrastructure to
coordinate studies of infectious disease dynamics with other national and interna-
tional agencies that have responsibilities to study disease in their context. This
coordination is currently not possible, and data that are gathered, though intrigu-
ing, are fragmentary and insufficient to really answer the significant questions about
disease ecology and evolution.

Third, NEON must serve as the site for coordinated interaction among disease
ecologists studying multiple systems. These interactions are absolutely critical so
we can obtain an integrated context of disease. As mentioned at the outset, disease
is the outcome of interactions of populations within the environment. Until now,
we have been limited in nearly every situation to studying dyadic interactions of
host and parasite. We have lacked the resources (primarily the coordinated activi-
ties of large groups of scientists) to characterize disease within all the components
of the community.

Finally, NEON is needed to provide the structure for comparative, ecosystem-
level studies across North America. Comparative studies across space are the most
rapid way to generate the observations needed to create new hypotheses. The struc-
ture is needed so these hypotheses can be tested and the field moved forward. It is
not feasible for individual scientists to coordinate activities and develop a series of
experiments whose results are directly comparable. Coupled with the spatial breadth
that NEON offers, consistent, longitudinal, long-term studies that extend beyond
the professional lives of individual researchers are needed. The institutional memory
that is retained is critical to address studies about long-term trends in patterns of
disease associated with changes in the environment.
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